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Project Start Date: 01.01.2016. 
Voluntary Service: 01.03.2016. –  28.02.2017. ( 12 months ) 

Project End Date: 31.03.2017. 
 

HO: Krila – terapijsko jahanje, Zagreb, Hrvatska /  volonteri@krila.hr 
SO: Asociación Mundus, Badalona, Spain alberto.unmundoatuspies@gmail.com 

 

 
 
 
Since we're working with a large number of volunteers (about 250 per year) and that most of them are young people 
from 15 to 30 years old, we would like to involve volunteers from the EU which would give an international dimension 

to our volunteer program. Interworking which includes training and education  would enable both sides developing 
competencies that with formal education provide young people more employment opportunities and independence. 

Mutual communication involves learning and / or improving nonative languages. Working and living in a multilingual 
environment is a great asset for young people because of their interpenetration, linguistic and cultural, Exchange of 
experiences (the structure of the countries, education, (un) employment, ...) allows volunteers an insight into their 

origin and the possibility of creating a future based on the information obtained 
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Objectives of the project:  
 
The overall objective: 
 

1. Promoting volunteering as a source of social energy for the development of competencies and skills of young 
people through non-formal learning, multiculturalism and the acceptance of diversity. 
 

Specific objectives: 
 
1. Develop competencies of young people using methods of informal learning through the implementation of 
voluntary activity therapy using horses 
2. Understanding differences through working with children with disabilities 
3. Developing democratic civic culture and encourage young people to participate in volunteer activities aimed at 
strengthening the competencies of active democratic citizenship 
4. Increasing the quality of organisations work with young people 

 
 
Volunteer activities:  
 
BASIC TRAINING 
1. Maintaining the internal rooms (cleaning stables, keeping horses in stables in discharges, cleaning simpler for 
people-living room, bathroom and dressing room) 
2. Maintaining the property and outdoor spaces (cleaning discharges, keeping the horse to pasture, mowing grass, 
fences, canopies, ...) 
ADVANCED TRAINING  
1.Volunteer Training (cleaning horses, saddling horses, move around the arena, clearing away the horse, 
maintenance of therapy) 
2.Companion of the users in therapy (care for the safety of users during therapy) 
3.Auxiliary feeders (feeder helps about feeding horses) 
1. EDUCATION  
1. The guide horses in training (leading horses in therapy) 
2.duty (on duty on the property on weekends, public holidays and take care of the estate and horses) 
3. instructor (trained volunteers for each volunteer position) 
2. EDUCATION 
1. A team of horses-conditioning / feeders (conditioners riding maintain physical and mental condition of the horse, 
and the feeders feed the horses) 
2. Coordination Team-coordinator / volunteer coordination (coordination of all segments of voluntary work) 
3.Therapeutic teams horse-guide / therapist assistant / companion rider 
PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES  
ADMINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS  
WORKSHOPS "Learning to learn"  



 

 
 
 
 

A volunteer on each segment of training has an instructor who teaches, supervises and evaluates them 
 

EVS volunteers will work 5 or 6 days a week for 6 hours 
 

 
Number of volunteers: 2  
Accommodation description: Volunteers will be accommodated in a rented apartment with a kitchen 
Food allowance: volunteer will get a money for buying food 
Local Transport: Volunteers will be provided with a ticket to public transportation ( tram and bus ) 
Pocket money: 90 € per month 
Travel cost: max 275 € 
Closest airport/travel direction Bus Station and Railway Station  are in the city center and a volunteer will be 
greeted. Zagreb has an airport and a volunteer will be greeted. 
Visa information No visa, only register residence and the HO association will provide it 

Count       Currency: Croatian kuna 
WA 
 

Why are these two EVS volunteers chose Krila-terapijsko jahanje? 

 
Hi I'm Antonio and  I'm 20 years old. 

I choose Krila cause it's a place sorrounded by great nature and splendid animal. 
Moreover the work allowe you to gain knowledge about the world of people with disabilities and spend real time with 

them. 
 

 
Hi I'm Salvo. 

I'm  25 years old 
I think that travel and help people is one of the best way to grow up. 

I choose to be a Krila's volunteer to improve my skills and to learn more about Croatian culture. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


